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Abstract
This paper proposes an information theoretic
eriterion for eomparing two dusterings of the
same data set. The criterion, called variation
of information
mE,asures the amount of
information that is lost or gained in changing from dustering C to dustering C' . The
criterion makes no assumptions about how
the dusterings were generated and applies
to both soft and hard dusterings.The basic
properties of VI are presented and discussed
from the point of view of comparing c!usterings. In particular, the VI is positive, symmetric and transitive and thus, surprisingly
enough, is a true metric on the space of c1usterings.

To address the first
the iII-posedness of the
search for a "best" criterion, the paper presents a vaof properties of the variation of information and
discusses their meaning from the point of view of comparing c1usterings. We will check whether the properties of the new criterion are "reasonable" and "desirable" in a generic setting. The reader with a particular
dustering task in mind has in these properties a precise description of the criterion's behaviour.
The paper starts with
previously used clustering criteria (section 2) and exposing some of the
most eommon criticisms they have received. The variation of information is introduced in section 3 and its
properties are presented in section 4. The next section, 5, presents extensions of the criterion to data
sets with non-uniform weighting and to soft c1usterings. The discussion in section 6 eoncludes the paper.
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Comparing clusterings by counting pairs
class
is based on

clusterwhich
twO
from
D can fall unde,r one of four cases described below.
the number of
that are in the
same cluster under both C and C
the number of point
that are in different clusters under both C and C'
the number of
pairs that are in the
same cluster under C but not under C'
the number of point pairs that are in the
same cluster under C' but not under C
The four counts always satisfy
the
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n(n -1)/2.

They can be obtained from the contingency table AL
For example
m~k' -no See
for details.
Wallace [11] proposed the two asymmetric criteria
WI, WI I below.
Wr(C,C')
Wll(C, C')

(3)

represent the
that a
which are in the same cluster under C (respecltiv.ely
are also in
same cluster under the othe,r chlstering.
Fowlkes and MaHows
introduced a criterion which
is
and is the geonletric mean of

no more than
if othe;r more serious pr'obl.euls
ThE'value
0.6
near 0 for
>
of the criterion thus varies from appn)Xim<lte[y
to
The base-line for the adRand index varies even more: from 0.5 to 0.95
If the basc,-llne of a criterion varies so much over
the domain where most
clusterings are, it
makes one wonder whether any linearity can be assumed for the
range of this
even
after the appropriate normalization. In other words,
is a value B
.7 at a baseline of .4 the same as a
value of B = .6 at a baseline of .2? Note that both
values, after normalization, yield 0.5 so theoretically
they should be (;qual.
Another problem is that the baseline is an expectation
under a null hypothesis. The null hypothesis is that a)
the two clusterings are sampled independently b) the
clusterings are sampled from the set of all partition
pairs with fixed nk, n~" points in each cluster [4, 5].
In practice, both assumptions are normally violated.
The clusterings are not independent since usually they
are obtained by clustering algorithms from the same
data set.
algorithms take a number of clusters
K as input but none that I know of take the number of
points in each cluster as given. The number of points
in each duster are a result of the execution of the
rithm. In most
data analysis situa·tions,
is unnatural to assume that anyone can know
how many
are in each cluster. In
I do not
know of any
paper that uses these
indices and does not violate one or both as,mrltic)lls.
The problerns (~}:pos.ed
statistical comrnllnil:y

The Fowlkes-MaHows

base-line that

be rewritten
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another adJU13ted form

Thus the Mirkin
the Rand index.
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Comparing clusterings by set matcbing

A second
of criteria is based on
alone and does not make any aS13UInpitic)D about how
the dusterings may have been ge'nel'ated. Larsen
uses
1
£(C,

=KL
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This is an asymmetric criterion that is 1 when the
cllJlst(~rirlgs are identicaL
MeiIa and Heckerman
computed the criterion 11:
First, each duster of C is given a "best match" in C'.
This is done by scanning the elements rnkk' of the contingency table ll"f in decreasing order. The largest of
them, be it rnab, entails a match between Ca and C~,
the second largest not in row a or column b entails
the second match, etc. until min(K, K') matches are
made. Denote by rnatch(k) the index of the duster
C~, in C' that matches cluster C k . Then
1l(C, C')

=

1

L

rnkk'

(9)

The index is asymmetric and takes value 1 for identical
dusterings.
The criteria £,11 present difficulties raised
their
assymmetry. Take for example the situation where
C { D} (a
and C' is obtained from C
spJlttmg off two clusters of size
0 < J <<
from the initial
cluster,

c, c,
1:
C'
obtained from C
a small fraction of the
in each cluster to the
next cluster: C" is obtained from C by
the
same fraction of each cluster equally between all other
clusters. 'Which of C', C" is closer to to the orjlgi11aJ
clustering?

Hence, D is 0 for identical clusterings and strictly
smaller than 2n otherwise.
All three above criteria however, suffer from the "problem of matching" that we discuss now. One way or
another, £, 1l, D all first find a "best match" for each
cluster, then add up the contributions of the matches
found. In doing so, the criteria completely ignore what
happens to the "unmatched" part of each cluster. To
make things clear, let us look at the example depicted
in figure 1. Suppose C is a clustering with K equal
clusters. The clustering C' is obtained from C by moving a fraction J of the points in each Ck to the Cll1Ster
. The clustering C' is obtained from C
reclssiglling a fraction J of the points in each C k
evenly between the other clusters. If J < 0.5 then
£(C, C')
£(C,H(C,
= 1l(C, C"),
D(C.
This contradicts the intuition that Ct is a
less
version of C than C"
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The variation of information

Now we introduce the variation of inforrnation,
two dl1stering:s.
criterion we propose for

H(C')

~---

H(C)

K

I(C,C')
associated with rl1i .f,"'f'1.nn
It takes value
when there is
when there is no
one cluster.
is measured in bits. The
n"r·""t"l"t" of 1 bit
to a
with
0.5. Note that the uncerK = 2 and P(l) = P(2)
does not depend on the number of points in D
but on the relative proportions of the clusters.

!

H(C'IC)

\Ve call

\Ve now want to define the mlltnal information between two clusterings, i.e the information that one
clustering has about the other. Denote by P(k), k
1, ... K and P' (k'), k'
1. ... K' the random variables
associated with the clusterings C, C' . \Ve introduce
which represents the
yet another distribution, P(k,
probability that a point belongs to C k in clustering C
and to C'i" in C' .

ICk nCf,,1

P(k,

n

(13)

We define I(C, C') the mutual information between the
clusterings C, C' to be equal to the mutual information
between the random variables induced by the cluster-

Vl(C,C')
Figune 2: The variation of information and related
quantities.
C' is obtained from C by merging two or more clusters,
then
I(C, C' ) = H(C') < H(C)
\Vhen the two clusterings are equal, and only then, we
have
I(C,C') = H(C') = H(C)
We propose to use as a comparison criterion for two
clusterings C, C' the quantity

VI(C,C')

=

H(C)

H(C')

2I(C,C')

(17)

At a closer examination, this is the sum of two positive
terms
K

[(C,

K'

I: I: P(k,

I(C,

k=]

way: We

By
with the total variation of a function. we
call it l)oriation
between
two clusThe two terms
the conditional enH(C '
The first term measures the
amount ofinformation about C that we
while the
sE:cond mE:asums
about C'
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vaI'iation of

4.1

The variation of information is a metric

Property 1 Positivity
and
= 0 if and
Property 2 Symmetry.
Property 3 Triangle inequality. For any S cl7lSterings on D

The first three properties imply that VI is a metric
distance) on clusterings. Note however that the space
of all clusterings is
so this metric is necessarily bounded. A comparison criterion that is a metric has several important advantages. The properties
of a metric ~ mainly the symmetry and the triangle
inequality make the criterion more understandable.
Human intuition is more at ease with a metric than
with an arbitrary function of two variables.
Second, the triangle inequality tells us that if two elements of a metric space
clusterings) are close to
a third they cannot be too far apart from each other.
This property is extremely useful in designing efficient
data structures and algorithms. 'With a metric, one
can move from simply comparing two clusterings to
orFsarlizing a
set of
For
one
can
ala K-means that cluster set of
ch:lst.ering.s, one can construct ball trees of clustE~rirlgs
for efficient
or one can estimate the
at which a search
simulated an:neELlirlg
type
mOVE:S away from
initial
4.2

Upper hounds for VI

If the number of clusters is bounded
a constant
we can derive a bound that is dependent on J(*

Property 6 If C and C' have at most
each, with J(* <::;
then VI(C,
<::; 2

..;n,

J(*

J(*

cl7lsters
J(*.

For any fixed J(* the bound is approached arbitrarily
in the limit of large n and is attained in every
case where n is an exact multiple of (J(*)2. This shows
that for large enough n, clusterings of different data
sets, with different numbers of data points, but with
bounded numbers of clusters are really on the same
scale in the metric VI.
The above consequence is extremely important if the
goal is to compare clustering algorithms instead of
clusterings of one data set only. The previous three
properties imply that, everything else being equal, distances obtained from data sets of different sizes are
comparable. For example, if one ran a clustering algorithm with the same parameters and the same J(* on
3 data sets produced by the same generative process,
then one could compare the clusterings obtained by
the algorithm with the gold standard for each of the 3
data sets and average the
3 distances to obtain the average "error" of the algorithm. Other less
restrictive
are also possible and are
often done in
but their results
re,vith caution. To
if it makes sense
to consider the
on two data sets as
equi 1vaJent, then it
makes sense to compare,
substract VI distances across the two
spaces
undel:lviing data
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The local neiighholrhclod

•C

V1(C, CxC')

•
CxC'

V1(CxC', C')

•C

V1(C, C')
a)

IIIustration
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Property 9 Splitting off one point If C1 i8 oboff
and
tained
C
it into a new

b)

nk

3: Two mclxlmaJly seJDal:atecl dusterings, whose
VI(C,C') = 2
product (b).
In addition, it is reasonable to expect that the dusternear a given C are obtained
"small" changes to
C. Thus, we will also be concerned with the question:
what changes to a dustering are small according to the
VI distance?
Property 7 Splitting a cluster Ass1llne C' is obta'tned from C by splitting Ck into clusters q,] ,...
The cluster probabilities in C' are

P(k')
{ P(k'lk)P(k)

In the above P( k'

if C£, E C
if C£, C Ck

for k' E {k],. . .
P(kl

is

=

and its P'fll''''' 'lJ'll , rejorf:'8e:nting the 'nnrr'jrtoimf.lI associated with splitting Ck, i8

VI(C.

-1)

Since splitting off one point represents the lowest enduster, it follows that splitting
tropy split for a
duster results
one point off the smallest
in the nearest C' with K' > K to a given C. This sugthat the nearest neighbors of a clustering C in
the VI metric are c1usterings obtaillE~d by splitting or
merging small clusters in C. In the following we prove
that this is indeed so.
First some definitions. We shall say that a clustering C'
refine8 another dustering C if for each cluster C£, E C'
there is a (unique) duster Ck E C so that C£, <:::; Ck·
In other words, a refinement C' is obtained by splitting
some clusters of the original C. If C' refines C it is easy
to see that K' :::: K, with equality only if C' C.
We define the pr'oduct of c1usterings C and C' by

q, f:: 0}

C xC'

Hence, the product of two
is the dllst,ering
formed from all the nonempty intersections of dusters
from C with dusters from C'. Note that if C1 is
refinement of C, then C x C' = C'.
Property 10 Collinearity of the product The tr'tangle
holds with
for two r'[qj""tl"('i]~,n,,,
and their 'l!'IlJl/,'{j',LL

Cx

x
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c!ustel'ing of the
depellds on C.
its minwhieh is attained when two
duster

>

2
for C 1= C'
n

The last
that the smallest distance
between two
decreases when the total number of points increases. In other words, the space of
clusterings has not only a larger diameter for
n
but it also has finer granularity. This is
since
n allows clusterings not possible with smaller
a
n's. If we multiply n by an integer, obtaining n' an
and a new data set D' that has a points for each point
of D, then it is easy to see that all the clusterings of D
are possible in D' and that their respective distances
in D are preserved by the metric in D'. In addition,
D' will have clusterings not possible in D, that will be
interspersed between the clusterings from D.
Finally, a property pertaining to the computation time
of the variation of information.

Property 12 VI (C,
KK') time.

the tuudanleninfilrlllation, which reP",nn,ort,nc t 2, 3. 7, 10 and 11 remain
the nr,nn,prt,p"
upper
non-uniform
n.
have an entropy smaller than
upper bound in
5
still
bound any
A similar reamay not be a
shows that
6 holds too, but may not
be
For
non-uniform
there is
lower bound on the distance between two distinct clusNote that the
of the data
needs not
be known at the time of the Ch:lstlorilllg, nor does it have
to be consistent with any
used to obtain the
clusterings.

5.2

Soft clusterings

It is equally easy to define the variation of information distance for soft clusterings. A soft clustering is a
clustering where each data point belongs with a certain
probability to each of the clusters:
Pr[i E

(29)

Once again, all we need to do is to redefine the joint
distribution P(k,
and the marginals P(k), P'(k').
The latter definitions are straightforward

can be computed in O(n
P'(k') =

P(k)
iED

This is not surprising, since
like the previpresented
is completely determined
the contingency table lv[. The first term in the above
to the
of
while
formula
the second represents the
of the VI from
lvI.

Or ~ if vve assume uniform weigbltirlg

=2:
The
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5.1

Extensions
Weighted data points

2:
iED

distribution

is com!)ulted as follows

thee
f "rlrobaIJilistic" / "soft" I
in the current context.
case of model base~d clrtstiering
distributions
are estimated
represent the posterior
that data pointi is
generated by the distribution corresponding to duster
k. The implicit assumption is that the choice of k
for
i is independent of
else.
in this case, if we compare dusterings obtained by
independent runs of the EM algorithm on the same
data set, assumption (36) is justified.

6

Discussion

This paper has presented a new criterion for comparing two dusterings of a data set, that is derived from
information theoretic principles.
The criterion is more discriminative than the previously introduced criteria that are based on set matching. In particular, for the example in figure 1 we have
VI(C,C") = VI(C,C') 2Klog(K - 1) implying that
C' is doser to C than C" for all K > 2.
In contrast to the
criteeria based on pair
count. the variation of information is not
conof points, or
cerned with
between
with
like
One could say that the variation
the
between a
information is based
duster in
two
that
are
This is neither a direct advantage.
dlfiacivcmt:ag;e W.r.t
criteria
intrinsic

normalize
In this context. note that it would
variation information
n in order ohtain
a distance that varies between 0 and 1.

This is
and convenient if we limit our comn
parison to one data set only.
is however not recommended if we are to make compa:riscllls bel[WE,en distances obtained on different data
sets.
Another possibility is to normalize by the upper bound
2 log K* when the number of dusters is bounded by the
same constant K* in all expe:rinlerlts.
T!I(C C'\
V "v(C , CI\I -- _1_
2 log K I , I

Such a normalization, in contrast to the previous one,
will preserve comparability of distances across data
sets, independently of the number of data points in
each set. Therefore, we recommend it as a further
simplification of the criterion.
It has been shown here that VI is a metric. This is
ex·trem!:lly fortunate as it allows one to see pac'lt simple
comparisons between
into the
structure of the space of
A metric
also entails the existence of
and
this in turn allows
to
a vast
array of
One
could for
obtained
different
This
been
as tool for results summarization but so far
no existent metrle has been used
this nri,hlpm

values
F
The effect is due
of
for K
titioned, there will
of different
ation of information pn~seJ[lted
to understand the VI
represent
will
us think about the space of
in a
it nearer our intuition.
way and will

Owe

Proofs
Proof of Property 3 The conditional
tween two c1usterings C, C' is defined as

H(C'IC)
Thus, VI(C, C')

H(C') - I(C,
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